
Timers Briefing   On behalf of Team …Thank you for volunteering 
Are there any people that have never timed…. 

-Take attendance -Lane Assignments -Hand out clipboards -Handout watches  - Heat sheets 

 

Watch Check – Start -Take a minute familiarize your self with the watch. START, STOP and RESET 

 Clear your watch. We will ask you to start watch then at the end of this meeting stop to perform a quick watch check 

 START Watches (on whistle or word START after count of 3)  

 

Start Procedures 

 Head Timer – will have clipboard with heat sheets and operate a watch. Also 

o Make sure swimmers are lined up correctly check names, correct heat and lane 

o Relays make sure swimmers are lined up in the order they are listed on the sheet/card 

 All timers -Prior to start stand back so not to distract swimmer or starter. 

   - Position yourself so you have a good view of the Flash, you may be asked to operate a button & watch 

 A runner will pickup the completed heat sheets as needed 

 

Start Sequence  

 You will hear 4 short whistles from the referee 

 Then you will hear an announcement of the event from the Starter 

 Then one long whistle to close the heat at which time the swimmers need to step up on the blocks together 

 The referee will extend there arm toward the Starter 

 The starter will issue “Take your Mark”, and then signal the start. Watch for the flash  

 

Timing Start 

 Start you watch at the flash, if the flash fails start on the sound 

 Even if no one is in your lane start your watch, you may be asked to act as a backup for someone 

 Once the heat is started look at the watch and make sure it is running, if not raise you hand immediately and call for a 

back up timer 

o Backup timers it is your responsibility to look and listen for backup requests  

o Switch watches with the backup timer 

 If you are controlling a button in addition to a watch DO NOT press the button at the start. 

 

Timing Finish Procedure 

 Stand directly over the edge of the pool and stop your watch and/or button when any part of the swimmers body touches 

the wall 

o Remember you must see the touch. Do not anticipate 

 Head timer – record your time first then the time from each of the other watches 

o Try to record the times from each person in the same sequence 

o Don’t round times, drop the 3
rd

 digit if you watch measures in thousandths of a second 

 Don’t make up times, don’t use your partner or write down a scoreboard time. 

o If you miss the time write NT on the heat sheet time  

Relay Finish/Start 
 Look at feet of the swimmer on block when you see them leave the block, then look down and confirm touch has occurred ( mark  on 

heat sheet if swimmer left early. Early start will usually require double confirmation from official) (confirm feet leave then hands ) 

 

Watch Check - Stop 

 When I say stop (on whistle or word STOP after count of 3) please stop your watch and compare times. If you have any 

large gaps > a few seconds let us know.  We can repeat the test and or replace the watch. 

 
Other: 

Buttons- Reminder only used at the end of a race not the start 

Fly Over Starts- If used make sure swimmer stays in the pool at the finish until after the start of the next heat 

        25 Yard events – procedure, move pads?, timer move? 

        DQ Notation  - officials may come to mark your heat sheet with a DQ 

Cell Phones – please make sure they are off or on vibrate 

Hydration – water delivery 

Restroom break – call for a back up timer to full your spot in between events 

       

The meet starts promptly at _____ Please be in position by _____  Any Questions? 



The Start 

 

1. Referee blows a short series of whistles:  This signals swimmers to ready for the event, remove clothing and 

place goggles. 

2. Referee blows a long whistle:  Swimmers should take their positions on the starting platform, deck or in the 

water. 

(For backstroke and medley relay events, Referee blows a second long whistle:  Swimmers shall return to the 

starting position. 

3. Referee signals with an outstretched arm to the starter that the swimmers are under the Starter’s control. 

4. The Starter may announce the event, event number and heat number. For backstroke events, the starter may 

give the command, “Place your feet.” 

5. Starter says, “Take your mark.”  Swimmers shall immediately assume their starting position.  In forward start, 

at least one foot must be at the edge of the starting platform or deck.  Swimmers starting in the water must have 

at least one hand in contact with the wall or starting platform. 

6. When all swimmers are stationary, the starter gives the starting signal (Beep!). 

7. If a swimmer does not respond to the command “take your mark,” the starter shall release all swimmers with the 

command “Stand Up.”   

 

False Start 

 

Any swimmer starting before the starting signal is disqualified if the Referee and the Starter have dual confirmation.  If 

the command is given to “Stand Up,” remaining swimmers shall be relieved from their starting positions.  Swimmers 

leaving their marks in reaction to the command “stand up” subject to the discretion of the referee shall not be charged 

with a false start. 

 

If the starting signal has been given before the disqualification is declared, the race shall continue without recall.  With 

dual confirmation by the referee and starter, post completion of the event, the swimmer or swimmers who left before 

the starting signal are disqualified. 

 

If the recall signal is activated inadvertently, no swimmer shall be charged with a false start and the Starter will restart 

the event. 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


